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TRAVIS STEINKE

Through hard work and evidence based training methods we can

engineer athleticism. The ultimate expression of human

performance is to be sought after and pursued with relentless

intent. I created The Athlete Project and the training systems it's

comprised of to empower and educate athletes with the the best

information the sport science world has to offer. Our sport

performance programs have proven to be the secret weapon for

athletes looking to gain that competitive edge over the

competition.

MY PHILOSOPHY

Head of Athletic Development
*NSCA-CSCS



Our Core Values

Developing athletes

requires an age and

body specific

application of coaching

and sport science. We

have an ever evolving

program that involves

the latest from the sport

science world.

SMART
The path to athletic

development is built on

hard work. There is no

short cut to success. We

are built on the

foundation that hard

work and perseverance

under the correct

guidance will get you to

your performance goals.

HARD WORK

We are built for athletes

by athletes. We are not

bodybuilders or

powerlifters trying to

coach athletic

development. We are all

in on athletic

performance.

ATHLETE
FOCUSED Our track record speaks

for itself. We have

helped hundreds of

athletes take their

performance to new

heights. We test and

retest athletic attributes

to ensure our program is

working and providing

results.

PROVEN



The Athlete Project is committed to the process of

athletic excellence through the physical and mental

development of the individual athlete. It is our mission

to take the framework of sport science and combine it

with the artful application of coaching to create the

complete athlete; to instill a culture that embodies the

relentless pursuit of excellence; and to enhance athletic

performance through a systematic, sequential and

progressive approach to the total conditioning process

in an environment that ensures success in athletics and

life.

 

At The Athlete Project, we develop the physical

characteristics specifically needed in an athlete’s sport.

These include injury resistance, speed, strength, power,

agility, coordination and mobility. In order to maximize

the progress of our athletes, we offer different programs

that are suited to each athlete’s skill and developmental

goals. We operate our programs in line with the long

term athletic development model.

OUR MISSION



OUR FACILITY
FUEL LIFESTYLE AND PERFORMANCE
FUEL Lifestyle and Performance was built around developing

athletes. This sets it apart from many gyms which are

designed to serve bodybuilders or specific training concepts.

We are all-in on athletic development. From our open 5,250

square foot facility; to our meticulously selected, state of the

art equipment, every inch of this building is designed to make

you perform better.



ATHLETE EVOLUTION
 The Athlete Project is comprised of a series of programs

that is designed to grow with you as an athlete. This

allows us to train in an age specific manner that gives

you the exact amount of training stimulus that is

required for optimal human performance. These ages

are guideline as we use a biological age compared to

physical proficiency when placing athletes in programs.

AGES
11-13

AGES
13-17

AGES
16-21

AGES
18+
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ATHLET IC  FOUNDAT IONS

Our Foundations program is our learning

to train model. This will give athletes a

head start over the competition.

Tues/Thurs at 4:00.

POWERSPORT

PowerSport is geared towards speed and

power athletes with a moderate to young

training age. Mon/Wed/Fri at 4:00 or 7:00

EL I TE  PHYS ICAL  PREP

Our Elite series is for athletes with a larger

training background ready to move into a

more demanding program. 5 days /week.



PERFORMANCE TRACKING
All of our athletic development services include access to our

Train Heroic app. This takes all the guess work out of tracking

workouts and allows us to measure results in real time. 



GETTING STARTED 

THEATHLETEPROJECT.CA
WEBSITE

TRAVIS@THEATHLETEPROJECT.CA
EMAIL THE COACH

(403)-715-2965
CALL THE COACH


